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ABSTRACT
The need for security has gained more importance in this information intense society. Cryptography is the
design and analysis of mathematical structures that enable secure communications in the presence of malicious
adversaries. Side channel attacks are a recent class of attacks that is very powerful in practice. By measuring
side channel information, the attacker is able to recover very sensitive information. This paper shows the survey
on different possible side channel attacks and the possible measure to overcome the attack.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Security is as strong as the weakest link. We live in an age in which almost all sensitive information is
controlled and distributed via computer networks. We have come a long way in protecting this
information with a wide array of cryptographic schemes and protocols, but there are still many
concerns for systems in which the physical implementations can be accessed. Systems which make
use of crypto- graphic protocols that we use everyday such as ATM's is vulnerable to implementation
attacks. Given physical access to the targeted device, an attacker can recover sensitive information
which is otherwise supposed to be hidden, such as the devices key used for encryption. These devices
being readily available for physical access and an increasing number of individuals are deploying
these attacks for personal gain therefore there is an evident need for raising the robustness of our
current cryptographic implementations by introducing countermeasures in both hardware and
software.
Physical attacks on cryptographic devices take advantage of implementation-specific characteristics to
recover the secret parameters involved in the computation. The side-channel attacks are a class of
physical attacks in which an adversary tries to exploit physical information leakages [9]. The rapid
increase in the use of embedded systems for performing secure transactions has proportionally
increased the security threats which are faced by such devices. Side channel attack is a sophisticated
security threat to embedded devices. Side-channel attacks derive information about the functional
behavior of a system, without utilizing the intended interface to the system. In other words SCA is a
method for extracting information from electronic devices through analyzing their physical
characteristics. Side channel attack exploits the external manifestations like processing time, power
consumption and electromagnetic emission to identify the internal computations [8]. The analysis is
often applied to cryptographic devices in order to investigate the leakage of secret data, such as keys
and PIN codes [10]. The results are used to identify weaknesses in the implementation of hardware
and software. Side-channel analysis is an important instrument in the product development and
evaluation cycle of secure devices and contributes to reaching a high level of security.
This paper provides a brief discussion about different Side Channel Attacks and the possible
countermeasures. The next section provides gives a detailed description about related work and the
tools that were used to measure attacks. Section 3 presents the different possible Side Channel
Attacks. Section 4 provides the possible countermeasures and finally section 5 provides conclusion.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Since the beginning of 2005, Riscure has offered companies a software tool to perform side channel
analysis (e.g. Power Analysis). It is the first side-channel analysis tool on the market with a fully
graphical user interface. Evaluation labs and manufacturers can use the tool to test the system against
susceptibility to side-channel attacks and to rapidly implement their own new side channel analysis
techniques. Manufacturers and evaluation labs spend therefore each year considerable research efforts
to ensure that the systems are not vulnerable to the latest side-channel attacks. Each manufacturer and
evaluation lab develops its own proprietary side channel analysis testing software. These existing
tools have several problems. First of all, they show a lack of flexibility to implement new sidechannel attacks. Second, development and maintenance can be expensive for relatively small
manufacturers and labs. Third, these tools are usually not very user-friendly as they are command-line
driven. Fourth and final, effective operation is usually limited to the one or two experts that were
involved with coding the tool from the beginning. So, although in the last couple of years, sidechannel analysis has moved from an experimental and exotic attack class to an accepted and relatively
mature one, the development of tools has lagged behind. In addition, the importance of protection
against side-channel attacks has become paramount and sole dependence on an external lab which
gives the manufacturer understandably an uneasy feeling.

III.

BACKGROUND

Side-channel cryptanalysis is a branch of cryptography in which sensitive information is gained from
the physical implementation of a target cryptosystem [15]. This is in contrast with other forms of
cryptanalysis where the algorithms and their underlying computational problems are attacked. All
electronic devices leak information in a multitude of ways [4]. Side Channel Attacks look for
information through other unintended channels from the target device. These could be timing or
power traces of inner operations of the device, or faulty outputs produced by it [5]. Cryptanalysis side
channel attacks don’t attack the mathematical basis of an algorithm but a physical implementation [6].
Attacks that use a few observations are referred to as simple side channel attacks. The ‘simple’ refers
to the number of measurements used and not to the simplicity of the attacks. In fact, they require a
precise knowledge of the architecture and implementation of both the device and the algorithm and
their effect on the observed measurement sample. As a result, they are relatively easy to protect from.
Attacks that use many observations are referred to as differential side-channel attacks. The timing
attacks typically target variable instruction flow. Their focus is on public key ciphers as symmetric
ciphers, which always perform the same operations, can easily aside from the cache effects be made
constant time. The public key ciphers can be effectively protected using masking or blinding
techniques that prevent collecting multiple measurements of the same operation on different data.
The different possible side channel attacks are: Timing Attacks, Power Analysis Attacks,
Electromagnetic Analysis Attacks, Fault Induction Attacks, Optical Side Channel Attacks, Traffic
analysis attack, Acoustic attacks, and Thermal Imaging attacks.
3.1 Timing attack
The running time of a cryptographic device can constitute an information channel, providing the
attacker with invaluable information on the secret parameters involved. In timing attack, the
information at the disposal of the attacker is a set of messages that have been processed by the
cryptographic device and, for each of them; the corresponding running time is analyzed.[1] The goal
is to recover the secret parameters.
3.2 Power analysis attack
The power consumption of a cryptographic device may provide much information about the
operations that take place and the involved parameters [13].
Simple power analysis
Simple power analysis (SPA) is the simplest of the side channel power analysis attacks, where the
power traces of cryptosystem device are recorded and examined to identify weaknesses or visible
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characteristics that could be used to break the cryptosystem and retrieve the secret key. A trace refers
to a set of power consumption measurements taken across a cryptographic operation.
Differential Power Analysis
The more popular and powerful side channel power attack is the Differential Power Analysis (DPA)
attack [3] [5].

Figure 1 - A DPA attack platform

DPA requires no kind of physical intrusion into the cryptographic hardware and can he carried out by
any attacker who has sufficient knowledge of the internal workings i.e., cryptographic algorithm of
the cryptosystem, with little or no information on the implementation. DPA attacks attempt to extract
micro-patterns and use statistical correlations between power consumed by the cryptosystem and the
input data. An example for Differential Power Analysis is shown in Figure 1.
Higher-Order Differential Power Analysis
Higher-Order Differential Power Analysis (HODPA) is a combination of DPA attacks, timing attacks
and traditional cryptanalysis [7]. It combines several data sources, different time offsets, and higher
forms of signal processing to break the cryptosystem.
Correlation Power Analysis
Correlation approaches are based on the relation between the actual power consumption of a circuit
and a power consumption model e.g., the Hamming weight model. The relationship between the
power consumption and the Hamming distance is linear and the correct key is the one which
maximizes their correlation factor [11] [12].
Template attack
A new variant of power analysis attack, named template attack, was proposed by Chari et al. In
theoretical sense this is the strongest form of side channel attack. This attack requires that an
adversary has access to an identical experimental device that he can program to his choosing.
3.3 Electromagnetic attack
Any movement of electric charges is accompanied by an electromagnetic field. The currents going
through a processor can characterize it according to its spectral signature. The information measured
can be analyzed in the same way as power consumption as simple and differential electromagnetic
analysis (SEMA and DEMA), but may also provide much more information and are therefore very
useful, even when power consumption is available. EMA is a non-invasive attack, as it consists in
measuring the near field.
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3.4 Fault induction attack
Faulty computations are sometimes the easiest way to discover a secret key. A recent and more
powerful cryptanalysis technique consists of tampering with a device in order to have it perform some
erroneous operations, hoping that the result of that erroneous behavior will leak information about the
secret parameters involved [12]. The fault can be characterized from several aspects [1].
Permanent and transient:
A permanent fault damages the cryptographic device in a permanent way, so that it will behave
incorrectly in all future computations; such damage includes freezing a memory cell to a constant
value, cutting a data bus wire, etc.
In transient fault, the device is disturbed during its processing, so that it will perform faults in that
specific computation. Examples of such disturbances are radioactive bombing, abnormally high or
low clock frequency, abnormal voltage in power supply, etc.
Error location:
Some attacks require the ability to induce the fault in a very specific location such as memory cell.
Time of occurrence:
Some attacks require being able to induce the fault at a specific time during the computation, while
others do not.
3.5 Optical Side Channel Attacks
The intensity of light emissions from a monitor or liquid crystal display is used to study the contents
of the last displayed screen. Given the form-factor optical side channel attacks on sensor nodes are
formulated differently from the attacks on devices that use a visual display to output the information.
The sensor nodes have light emitting diodes (LED), which have two primary purposes. The first
purpose is in debugging the application program while programming the node and the second use is
for the purpose of signaling. LEDs are externally visible to both the user as well as an adversary,
unless the node is used for an application in which they are not in the line of sight [14].
3.6 Traffic Analysis Attacks
Traffic analysis attacks are attacks that analyze traffic flow to gather topological information. This
traffic flow could get information about critical nodes in a sensor network. Due to the limited energy
capacity of nodes and the fact that the transceiver component of a node consumes the most power, the
nodes in a sensor network limit the use of the transceiver to transmit or receive information either at a
regulated time interval or only when an event has been detected.
3.7 Acoustic attacks
Acoustic attacks are classified into acoustic emissions from keyboards and acoustic emissions from
computing components such as CPU and memory. Acoustic emissions are produced by a keyboard
when different keys are pressed and can be used to identify the keys being pressed with extra
triangulation information [14]. Acoustic emissions from computing components are exploitable.
3.8 Thermal Imaging attacks
Thermal imaging attacks differ from acoustic attacks in that the emission being exploited is heat
instead of sound. Such attacks often exploit the infrared images emanating from CPUs.

IV.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Timing attacks can be prevented by hiding variations or blinding [1]. The simplest way to hide
variation is to make the computation strictly constant time, for all possible secret exponents. Another
possibility is to modify the Montgomery algorithm so that an additional subtraction is always carried
out, even if its result is simply discarded afterwards. This modification is easy to carry out, does not
decrease performance very much and clearly defeats the attack. The other type consists in hiding
internal state, so that the attacker cannot simulate internal computations any more.
Power consumption is reduced with masking and elimination techniques. Masking randomizes the
signal values at the internal circuit nodes while still producing the correct cipher text. This can be
done at the algorithmic level where a random mask is added to the data prior to the encryption and
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removed afterwards without changing the encryption result or at the circuit level where a random
mask-bit equalizes the output transition probabilities of each logic gate. The key notion behind
elimination (hiding) is to remove power variation information available to the attacker. Provide
aggressive physical shielding to hide data [2].
Electromagnetic information leakage is prevented by encompassing the node with a casing so as to
prevent access to individual components. The measure is to use secret shares in which the original
computation is divided probabilistically such that the power subset of shares is statistically
independent. Another technique called Masking in which the intermediate variable is not dependent
on an easily accessible subset of secret key. This result in making it impossible to deduce the secret
key with partial information gathered through EM leakage.
The most common way to protect against Fault induction attack is to check the computation [1].
Another way to check for the presence of faults is to verify the signature. The best way is to double
check the calculation [2].
One practical and effective measure for acoustic attacks is to encapsulate a node in sound absorbing
material. Another measure is to introduce random acoustic noise of similar frequency to obfuscate
acoustic emissions from nodes.
To counter thermal imaging attacks, one approach is to use a dual layered case with the inner layer a
highly conducting surface and the outer layer made of a non-conducting material. When heat is
generated from internal computing components, the inner, highly conducting surface will quickly
dissipate the heat around. The outer layer prevents accesses to the temporary hot spots formed on the
inner layer.

V.

CONCLUSION

Side Channel Attacks continue to be a challenge for cryptographic system designers. It is not possible
to design a general framework to counter them and also there is no perfect measure against them. At
best we can limit the threat to more skilled, more resourceful, better trained adversaries. As always,
security must be considered from an economical point of view. The study of side channel attacks is
seeing a surge in interest.
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